
Made from sweet potato shochu, resulting in extra body and a 
touch of sweetness that is balanced by the bright, tart notes from 
the yuzu, citrus, sansho pepper & botanicals.

The botanicals are sourced locally in Miyazaki and include exotic citrus 
fruits hyuganatsu and Hebesu, both extremely rare and only cultivated 
in the summertime.

Serve straight up with tonic water or mixed in cocktails.

Bold, Powerful, Complex

ALC: 47%

SIZE: 6 / 750ml

UPC: 835603007176

An Extraordinary Artisan Japanese Gin

JAPANESE CRAFT SPIRITS PORTFOLIO
KO M É  C O L L E C T I V E

YUZU GIN

Malt whisky distilled twice, aged for 3 years in a mix of ex-bourbon, sherry, 
port & wine casks before being blended.
The pristine, alkaline water of Koriyama gives a round, mellow, 
desirable flavor. Subtle sweetness with a hint of citrus aroma.
Crafted by close-knit crew of highly coveted restaurateurs in 
partnership with Sasanokawa distillery where they have been producing 
whisky for a quarter millenia (pre-dating Suntory!)
Makes the perfect highball or great on its own. 
Elegant, Soft, Nutty

ALC: 40%

SIZE: 6 / 750ml

UPC: 835603007114

An authentically Japanese, world blend whisky that expands the 
universe of whisky lovers & japanophilesSUNDAY’S WHISKY

PURPLE & PEAR
The perfect addition to creative cocktails.

Filled with floral and pear notes from the expressive yeast and 
balanced by layers of  soft umami from the purple potato base.

Produced by Kyoya Distillery, one of the oldes distilleries in Kyushu 
with deep roots in premium shochu.

Golden Pear, Sesame, Chesnut

ALC: 40%

SIZE: 6 / 720ml

UPC: 835603007459

A Flavorful & Rich Shochu

Medium-bodied with hints of honeydew and natural rice flavors.

Perfect for cocktail mixers.

Originally a rice wholesaler, Chiyonosono is a distillery and brewery that 
specializes in rice cultivation and has access to heirloom strains with 
distinctive textures and aromas.

Floral, Pristine, Adaptable

ALC: 25%

SIZE: 6 / 750ml

UPC: 835603005363

A crisp rice shochu made for true sake lovers8000 GENERATIONS

RIHEI GINGER
4th  generation family-run distillery that honors the traditions of their 
100-year-old past while taking on a modern 21st century twist.

Craft spirit enthusiasts will enjoy sipping on Rihei Ginger, and it is also 
excellent in a wide range of classic & modern cocktails.

20% ginger, 30% rice & 50% barley.

Citrus, Spicy, Botanical

ALC: 38%

SIZE: 6 / 750ml

UPC: 811001031005

Meticulously handcrafted Japanese Shochu made with local ginger
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